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Abstract— Applications such as VoIP need to provide
anonymity to clients while maintaining low latency to sat-
isfy quality of service (QoS) requirements. Existing so-
lutions for providing anonymity such as mix networks
are not well suited to applications like VoIP, SSH, and
gaming which require low communication latency. This
paper investigates the problem of on-demand construction
of QoS sensitive routes on anonymizing networks using
the VoIP application. We first describe triangulation based
timing analysis attacks on shortest path route set up pro-
tocols. We show that even when a small fraction (∼1%)
of the network is malicious, the adversary can infer the
source (caller) with reasonably high probability. Second,
we describe random walk based route set up protocols that
significantly improve anonymity while satisfying latency-
based QoS guarantees. We describe a prototype imple-
mentation of our proposal and show that our protocols
can significantly reduce the probability of inferring the
caller. We present a detailed experimental evaluation to
demonstrate our attacks and quantify the performance
and scalability of our guards.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Many applications such as VoIP need to provide anony-
mity to clients using the application. Existing approaches
typically use mix networks [10], [17], [12], [16], [8]
which provide good anonymity for high latency com-
munications by routing network traffic through a num-
ber of nodes with random delays and random routes.
However, emerging applications such as VoIP1, SSH,
online gaming, etc have additional quality of service
(QoS) requirements that are hard to be accommodated
by such mix networks; for instance ITU (International
Telecommunication Union) recommends up to 250ms
one-way latency for interactive voice communication2.

1VoIP’s share of worldwide voice traffic has grown from 12.8% in
2003 to an estimated 75% in 2007 [6]

2A case study [29] indicates that latencies up to 250ms are un-
perceivable to human users, while latencies over 400ms significantly
deteriorate the quality of voice conversations.

Several authors have pointed out that low latency ap-
plications on mix networks may be vulnerable to timing
analysis attacks [30], [35], [28]. In this paper, we inves-
tigate trade offs between QoS guarantees and anonymity
using VoIP as a sample application. A VoIP network
typically consists of a core proxy network and a set of
clients that connect to the edge of this proxy network
(see Figure 1). We show how the identity of VoIP callers
can be identified via timing attacks. We then present
solutions for preserving anonymity while satisfying QoS
requirements.

In particular, this paper investigates the problem of on-
demand construction of QoS sensitive routes on anonymiz-
ing networks and makes two contributions. First, we
describe triangulation based timing analysis attacks on
a peer-to-peer broadcast based shortest route set up pro-
tocol. Unlike previous timing analysis attacks [33], [36],
[38], [32], [9], [13], [31] that use inter-packet timing
characteristics, our timing analysis attacks focus exclu-
sively on the execution times of different stages in the
route set up protocol. We show that while the VoIP
route set up protocol meets the QoS requirement (by
setting up the shortest path), it is vulnerable to timing
analysis that can reveal the identity of the caller with
non-trivial probability even when only a small fraction
of the network nodes are malicious (∼1%).

Second, we develop and implement three solutions
to improve the resilience of route set up protocols to
provide anonymity while satisfying latency-based QoS
guarantees. First, we show that naively adding random
delays to network latencies does not alleviate the prob-
lem. We then show that a pure random walk based route
set up protocol can significantly reduce the probability
of inferring the caller, although it may blatantly violate
QoS requirements by setting up routes with unbounded
latencies. We describe two hybrid route set up proto-
cols that combine random walk and shortest route set
up protocols with the goal of providing resilience to



Fig. 1. Anonymizing VoIP Network

triangulation based timing attacks, while satisfying QoS
requirements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We de-
scribe a VoIP network model in Section II. We describe
the triangulation based timing attacks in Section III fol-
lowed by our guards in Section IV. We describe a pro-
totype implementation and present detailed experimental
evaluation to demonstrate our attacks and quantify the
performance and scalability of our guards in Section V.
We discuss related work in Section VI and conclude the
paper in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES: VOIP ROUTE SET UP PROTOCOL

VoIP applications typically use two main protocols: a
Route Set Up protocol for call setup and termination, and
a Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) for media delivery.
Our work is relevant to peer-to-peer VoIP protocols (such
as Skype [5]) which use route set up protocols similar
to the one described in this section. The route set up
protocol allows a caller to search for a receiver (identified
by a URL, e.g.: sip:me.xyz.com) and sets up theshortest
route (also called circuit) to the receiver node. RTP may
be used to carry voice traffic between the caller and the
receiver along an established bi-directional voice circuit.

The VoIP route set up protocol typically operates in
four steps. First, theinitSearch initiates a route set up
request from a VoIP clientsrc. Second, theprocessSearch
processes a route set up request at some node on the
VoIP network. Third, theprocessResult processes the
results of a route set up request at some node on the VoIP
network. Fourth, thefinSearch concludes the route set
up procedure. We now describe these four operations in
detail, which are important for understanding triangula-
tion based timing attacks discussed in the next section.
initSearch. A VoIP client src initiates a route set up
for a receiverdst by broadcastingsearch (searchId,
sipurl = dst.sipurl, ts = curT ime) to all nodesp

∈ ngh(src), wherengh(src) denotes the neighbors of
nodesrc in the VoIP network. The search identifiersearchId

is a long randomly chosen unique identifier, andts de-
notes the time stamp at which the route set up request
was initiated.
processSearch. Let us supposep receivessearch

(searchId, sipurl, ts) from its neighborq. If p has seen
searchId in the recent past then it drops the request.
Otherwise,p checks if sipurl is the URL of a VoIP
client connected top. If yes, p returns its IP address
usingresult (searchId, p) to q. Otherwise,p broadcasts
search (searchId, sipurl, ts) to all p′ ∈ ngh(p)−{q}
and caches〈searchId, sipurl, q〉 in its recently seen
list. Note thatp′ has no knowledge of where the route
set up request is initiated.
processResult. Let us supposep receivesresult(searchId,
q) from q. Note thatp has no knowledge as to where
the search result was initiated.p looks up its cache of
recently seen search queries to locate〈searchId, sipurl,
prev〉. p adds a routing entry〈sipurl, q〉 and forwards
result (searchId, p) to prev.
finSearch. When src receivesresult (searchId, q)
from q, it adds a routing entry〈dst, q〉 to its routing
table. After a successful route set up, the clientssrc and
dst exchange an end-to-end media encryption key and
switches to the media delivery phase.

The route set up protocol includes the following secu-
rity features: (i) All communication between a node and
its neighbor is encrypted with a shared symmetric key.
(ii) While the above protocol does not directly reveal
src, it exposesdst (namely,dst.sipurl). This is usually
fixed by replacing plain-textdst.sipurl by an encryp-
tion of (searchId, ts, dst.sipurl) using dst’s public
key3. A node p checks if the request matchessipurl

3Public Keys are obtained out-of-band, say, using a trusted certifi-
cation authority



by attempting to decryptdst.sipurl using its private
key4. Additionally, the caller may add its ID (src.sipurl)
signed usingsrc’s private key (and encrypted usingdst’s
public key); this allows a receiverdst to respond with a
search result only after verifying the caller ID. (iii) When
the destination nodedst receives the route set up request
(processSearch), it adds a random delay (0-250ms)
before sending the search result to its neighborprev;
this increases the route set up latency but not the route
latency itself and makes it hard forprev to infer thatdst

is indeed the destination using the time elapsed between
forwarding the route set up request and receiving the
search result. (iv) Finally, note that if all neighbors of a
noden are malicious, then they can infer ifn is indeed
the source or the destination of a VoIP call. However,
we investigate timing analysis attacks with significantly
fewer malicious nodes (∼1% of the network size) that
can identify the caller ofany VoIP call.

III. C ALLER IDENTIFICATION ATTACKS

In this section, we present triangulation based timing
attacks on the VoIP route set up protocol. Similar to
most other threat models for anonymizing networks, we
assume that some network nodes (VoIP proxies) may
be malicious and may collude with one another. The
attacks require at least some knowledge of the VoIP net-
work topology. We present techniques to exploit network
maintenance protocols to discover network topology in
Section III-D. Triangulation based timing attacks op-
erate in three steps:candidate caller detection,
candidate caller ranking, andtriangulation.
In thecandidate caller detection step, malicious
nodes passively observe the time instants at which they
receive the route set up requests. Each malicious node
(independently) uses this information and the topology
of the VoIP network to deduce a set of candidate callers.
In the candidate caller ranking step, malicious
nodes associate a score with each such candidate caller
s that denotes the likelihood ofs being the actual caller.
In the triangulation step, two or more malicious
nodes combine their sets of candidate callers to obtain
a much moreconciseand yetprecise list of candidate
callers.

We describe three timing attacks on the route set up
protocol with increasing sophistication: deterministic tri-
angulation, statistical triangulation and differential trian-
gulation. First, we illustrate triangulation based timing

4
dst avoids replay attacks usingsearchId and ts

attacks in a simplified setting to highlight the key prop-
erties of such attacks. Concretely, we make two assump-
tions: (i) the network link latencies are deterministic, and
(ii) all nodes in the network have a tightly synchronized
clock. Second, we relax the first assumption by showing
how statistical triangulation attacks can operate on statis-
tical link latencies (for arbitrary probability distributions)
using the notion of statistical shortest paths. Third, we
develop differential analysis that can tolerate arbitrary
clock skews. While the first two attacks can be thwarted
by simply removing the timestamp fieldts from the
route set up request, the third attack is completely ag-
nostic tots.

A. Deterministic Triangulation

In this section, we describe the properties of the broad-
cast based route set up protocol. Then, we use the short-
est path property to develop triangulation based timing
analysis attacks assuming deterministic link latency and
tight clock synchronization.

1) Route Set Up Protocol Properties:By assuming
deterministic latencies of the VoIP network, we observe
two important properties of the route set up protocol:

Lemma 3.1:Let us suppose that the VoIP network
link latencies are deterministic and that all the network
nodes have tightly synchronized clocks. Letdist(x, y)
denote the length of the shortest path between nodesx

and y. The route set up protocol satisfies the following
properties:
(i) The protocol establishes the shortest route between
the two nodessrc anddst.
(ii) Any nodep on the network that receives the route
set up request originated from nodesrc can estimate
dist(src, p).

Proof: A sketch of the proof is provided here.
When p first receives a route set up request, that re-
quest must have traversed the shortest route betweensrc

and p. In stepprocessSearch, a peerp can estimate
dist(src, p) using the time stampts on the route set
up request and time instant at which the request was
received by peerp. Also, if the peerp received the
first route set up request from its neighborq, then the
shortest route fromsrc to p is via q. Using mathematical
induction on the number of hops traversed by a route
set up request, one can show that the route set up step
(processResult) builds the shortest routesrc to dst.

Figure 3 illustrates the protocol withsrc = p1 anddst =
p7. The links in the VoIP network are labeled with link
latencies (assumed to be deterministic). We label each
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node with the time instant at which it received the first
route set up request starting with peerp1 at time t = 0.
Evidently, the protocol establishes the shortest routep1

↔ p3 ↔ p6 ↔ p7.
2) Deterministic Triangulation Attack:Thedetermin-

istic shortest path triangulationattack easily follows from
the properties of the route set up protocol. The attack op-
erates in three steps. Thecandidate caller detection

step operates as follows. Letp be a malicious node that
received a route set up request originating fromsrc at
time ts. The malicious nodep can computedist(s, p) for
all nodess in the network using Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm. Given the time instanttp at which the request
was received by peerp, p can estimatêdist(src, p) =
tp − ts. Nodep compiles a list of potential callers, de-
noted byS(p), such that for anys ∈ S(p), |dist(s, p)−
d̂ist(src, p)| < ε, whereε is a tuneable parameter. In the
candidate caller ranking step, the peerp com-
putes the score for every nodes ∈ S(p) asscorep(s) =

1

|dist(s,p)−d̂ist(src,p)|+1
, and sorts all nodes inS(p) in the

descending order of their scores. In thetriangulation

step, a set of colluding malicious nodesp1, p2, · · · , pn,
computescore(s) =

∑
n

i=1
scorepi

(s)
n

for every s in S =
∩n

i=1S(pi). Figure 4 illustrates a triangulation with two
malicious nodesp1 andp2.

In addition to the shortest path, a nodep may receive
duplicate route set up requests along alternate paths. This
information can be used in adeterministic multi-path
triangulation attackas follows. Letngh(p) denote the
set of neighbors of nodep. Initialize set I = ngh(p).
For every nodev ∈ I, we compute the shortest path
from src to v. If node p belongs to the shortest path
from src to v, then we remove nodev from the setI.
One can show that the number of copies of route set up

requests received by nodep is equal to the cardinality of
the resultant setI. The time instant at whichp receives
a route set up request from a nodev ∈ I is given by
dist(src, v) + evp, wheredist(src, v) is the length of
the shortest path fromsrc to v and evp denotes the
latency of the edge fromv to p. One can sort these
time instants in ascending order and usedistρ(src, p) to
denote the time instant at which theρth copy of a route
set up request fromsrc reachesp (1 ≤ ρ ≤ |I|); we
set distρ(src, p) = ∞ for ρ > |I|. Now, we compute
the score for a candidate callers as scorep(s) =

∑
ρ

1

|distρ(s,p)−d̂ist
ρ
(src,p)|+1

, where d̂ist
ρ
(src, p) = t

ρ
p − ts

and t
ρ
p denotes the time instant at which theρth request

is received byp.

B. Statistical Triangulation Attack

In this section, we use the notion of statistical shortest
paths [11] to relax the deterministic link latency assump-
tion. Similar to [11], we model link latencies as indepen-
dent distributions characterized by meanµe and variance
σ2

e . Assuming that the link latencies are independently
distributed, the length of a pathP = {e1, e2, · · · , er}, is
given by (µP =

∑r
i=1 µei

, σ2
P =

∑r
i=1 σ2

ei
). The notion of

a statistical shortest path is defined using two operators
� and ‖ on path lengths: (µ1, σ2

1) � (µ2, σ2
2) holds if

µ1 ≤ µ2 ∧ σ2
1 ≤ σ2

2, and the (µ1, σ2
1) ‖ (µ2, σ2

2) holds if
µ1 ≤ µ2 ∧ σ2

1 ≥ σ2
2 or µ2 ≤ µ1 ∧ σ2

2 ≥. The goal of a
statistical shortest path algorithm is to compute a list of
Pareto-optimalshortest path lengths from a nodesrc to
a nodep on the network. A set of path lengthsd1 = (µ1,
σ2

1), d2 = (µ2, σ2
2), · · · , dm = (µm, σ2

m) is Pareto-optimal
if for all other path lengthsd, di � d for all i anddi ‖
dj for all i and j such thati 6= j and1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.

Now we sketch a statistical triangulation attack in terms



of the three step process. In thecandidate caller

detection step, a malicious nodep computes a set
of Pareto-optimal set of statistical shortest distances to
all nodesv (distp[v]) in the network. Then,p marksv

as a candidate caller if|d̂ist(src, p) − µd| < ε, where
d̂ist(src, p) = tp − ts and there existsd ∈ distp[v] such
thatd = (µd, σ2

d). The second step is to compute a likeli-
hood score for each candidate callerv. If the link latency
distributions were Gaussian, then one can show that the
path latencies are Gaussian as well. Givend = (µd, σ2

d)
∈ distp[v], one can use the Gaussian distribution to de-
termine the likelihood thatd matches the observation
d̂ist(src, p) = tp − ts as ld = Gaussµd,σ2

d
(d̂ist(src, p)),

whereGauss denotes a Gaussian distribution. For other
probability distribution functions, we compute an ap-
proximation to this likelihood using Chebyshev’s inequal-
ity [21]: Pr(|X−µ| ≥ kσ) ≤ 1

k2 . Hence, given̂dist(src, p)
andd = (µd, σ2

d) ∈ distp[v], we approximate the likeli-

hood score asld = 1
k2 , wherek = |d̂ist(src,p)−µd|

σd
. Finally,

p assigns a scorescorep(v) for a candidate callerv
as the maximum likelihoodld over all d ∈ distp[v].
In the triangulation step, we simply compute an
aggregate score5 for a candidate callerv as score(v)

=
∑

n

i=1
scorepi

(v)
n

.

C. Differential Triangulation Attack

Both the deterministic and statistical triangulation as-
sumed clock synchronization betweensrc and p when
estimating d̂ist(src, p) = tp−ts. In general the clock
skew is not likely to be unbounded. Hence, one can use
a statistical model for clock skew (quantified byµskew

andσ2
skew) to enhance the statistical triangulation attack.

However, an obvious way to thwart deterministic and
statistical triangulation attacks is to eliminate the time
stampts from the route set up request. The differential
triangulation attack can tolerate arbitrary clock skew and
is completely agnostic to the time stampts in the route
set up request. However, it only assumes that the col-
luding malicious nodes have synchronized clocks. The
key idea behind differential triangulation attacks is that
two malicious nodesp andq can estimate the difference
d̂ist(src, p)−d̂ist(src, q) = tp− tq (irrespective of clock
skew between (p, q) andsrc).

In thecandidate caller detection step, a mali-
cious nodep computes the shortest statistical distance(s)
of every nodev: distp[v]. Recall thatdistp[v] is a set
of Pareto-optimal statistical path lengths from nodev to

5Alternatively we can compute joint distributions over all malicious
nodes, but this approach does not scale

nodep. We approximatedistp[v] by computing a mean
over all statistical distancesd ∈ distp[v] as distp[v] =
(1
d
∗∑d∈distp[v] µd, 1

d
∗∑d∈distp[v] σ

2
d). One can now com-

pute the statistical distancedistpq[v] = distp[v]−distq[v]
as (µp[v]−µq[v], σ2

p[v]+σ2
q [v]), wheredistp[v] = (µp[v],

σ2
p[v]) and distq[v] = (µq[v], σ2

q [v]). Finally, a nodev

is a candidate caller if|(d̂ist(src, p)−d̂ist(src, q)) −
(µp[v]−µq[v])| < ε.

We assign a score to a nodev (scorepq(v)) based
on the likelihood that the statistical distancedistpq[v]
matches the observationtp−tq. If the link latency distri-
bution is Gaussian, thendistpq[v] is Gaussian as well;
hence,scorepq(v) = Gaussµp[v]−µq[v],σ2

p[v]+σ2

q [v] (d̂ist(src, p)

− d̂ist(src, q)). For all other distributions, we use an ap-
proximation based on Chebyshev’s inequalityscorepq(v)

= 1
k2 , wherek = (d̂ist(src,p)−d̂ist(src,q))−(µp[v]−µq[v])√

σ2

p[v]+σ2

q [v]
. The

triangulation step operates as follows. An arbitrarily
chosen malicious node (sayp1) is used as the reference
node. We computescorepip1

(v) for all nodesv and i

> 1. We compute the average score for a nodev as∑
n

i=2
scorepip1

(v)
n−1 .

D. Topology Discovery

Triangulation based timing analysis attacks require that
the network topology is at least partially known. In this
section we sketch techniques to discover the VoIP net-
work topology by exploiting topology maintenance pro-
tocols. VoIP networks allow a node to discover other
nodes in its neighborhood. This is typically achieved
by ping and pong messages for scoped crawling. A
malicious nodep may send aping message with a
small TTL (time-to-live), sayttl = 2, and discover all
nodes and links that are withinttl hops from nodep.
Additionally, the malicious node can use the time elapsed
between sending aping message and receiving apong
message from a node to estimate link latencies (mean and
variance). The adversary can combine partial topology
information (using a node’s IP address as its identifier)
from multiple malicious nodes and construct a view of
the overall network topology.

E. Attacks Evaluation

To illustrate the effectiveness of our timing analysis
attacks, we use a synthetic network topology with 1024
nodes. The topology is constructed using the NS-2 topol-
ogy generator (GT-ITM [3], [1], [37]), and our experi-
ments were performed on NS-2 [2]. This topology mod-
els network geography (stub domains and autonomous
systems) and the small world phenomenon [15], [25].



The topology generator assigns node-to-node round trip
times varying from 24ms−150ms with a mean of 74ms
and is within 20% error margin from real world latency
measurements [19].

Deterministic Triangulation. Figure 5 shows the dis-
tribution of the number of nodes at a distanced from
a randomly chosen nodep. Our timing attack essen-
tially exploits the fact that the distance distribution is
not uniform and random. However, without triangulation,
the attack is largely ineffective (as shown in Figure 6).
Figure 6 shows the number of suspects as we vary the
number of malicious nodes in the network withε = 10ms.
Recall thatε denotes an upper bound on the error in
distance estimation. Observe that the number of suspects
with one malicious node is 343; with 10 malicious nodes,
the number of suspects is reduced drastically to 1.17 (al-
most uniquely identifying the caller with high probabil-
ity). Compared to the shortest path triangulation attacks,
multi-path triangulation attack offers only marginal ben-
efits. For example, with five or more malicious nodes
in the network, the marginal benefit of using multi-path
triangulation attack over the shortest path triangulation
attack is 4.3%. We observed thatdistρ(s, p) for ρ >

1 are tightly correlated withdist1(s, p), and are thus
not good statistical discriminators. Hence, we do not
consider multi-path triangulation attacks in the rest of
this paper.

Figure 7 shows the number of suspects as we vary
the parameterε with 10 malicious nodes. Whenε is set
too small, even introducing a small uncertainty in the
network link latencies (say, small jitters) may result in
either an inaccurate candidate caller set. On the other
hand, a large value forε identifies a huge candidate
caller set, thereby making the attack less effective. In the
next set of experiments, we show that using statistical
triangulation attack offers a better approach to capture
uncertainties in network latencies.

Statistical Triangulation. Figure 8 shows that the statis-
tical triangulation attack is more effective than a deter-
ministic triangulation attack when there are uncertainties
in link latencies. We assume that there are ten malicious
nodes in the network. The figure shows the probability
that the caller appears in the top-10 entries using a Gaus-
sian distribution for link latencies (the x-axis is the link
latency coefficient of variation,σe:µe). The figure shows
the results for the deterministic triangulation attack using
an optimal setting for the parameterε. Note that initially
asε increases, the probability of the deterministic trian-
gulation attack increases; however, after a critical value,

increasingε decreases the effectiveness of the attack.
Figure 9 shows the probability that the caller appears

in the top-10 entries in the ranked list for three com-
monly used link latency distributions: Gaussian, Weibull
and bursty models (using Pareto distribution) [2], by
varying the number of malicious nodes. We set the link
latency coefficient of variation,σe:µe = 0.25. Even for
a small increase in the number of malicious nodes, the
probability of a successful attack increases significantly.
For a Gaussian distribution, we use the exact likelihood
estimate; hence, the attack is more accurate. Bursty de-
lays (typically modeled using a heavy tailed Pareto dis-
tribution) reduce the efficacy of the attacks the most
because its higher order moments [26] are larger than
the Weibull distribution. Figure 10 shows the probability
that the caller appears in the top-κ entries in the ranked
list for varying κ under three types of link latency dis-
tributions. Note that the top-1 probability is 0.25 and
the top-10 probability is 0.9; this amply illustrates the
attack’s efficacy.

Differential Triangulation. Figure 11 compares the top-
10 probability of a differential triangulation attack against
a statistical triangulation attack using 10 malicious nodes.
Assuming that the clocks on all nodes are synchronized,
the statistical triangulation attack performs slightly bet-
ter. If the clocks were synchronized, then the differential
triangulation attack indeed discards useful statistical in-
formation. For instance, when the clock skew is zero, the
top-10 probability in a differential triangulation attackis
0.85, while that of that of the statistical triangulation
attack is 0.9. However, the efficacy of statistical trian-
gulation attacks drop significantly as the clocks go out
of synch. Figures 12 and 13 show the probability of a
successful attack using three types of link latency distri-
butions. Figure 12 shows the top-10 probability as the
number of malicious proxy nodes increases for different
network latency distributions; and Figure 13 shows the
top-k probability using 10 malicious nodes and different
network latency distributions. These results show that
the differential triangulation attack can achieve a top-10
probability of 0.78 with only 10 malicious nodes even
under a bursty link latency model.

Topology Discovery.Figure 14 shows the fraction of
topology discovered by an adversary using the topology
discovery method described in Section III-D as we vary
ttl and the number of malicious nodesm. We observe
that with m = 20 andttl = 2, about 75% of the topol-
ogy is discovered by the adversary. Evidently, asttl

increases, the adversary gets a more complete view of
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the network topology; but, using a largettl value may
allow the good nodes todetect topology discovery by
malicious nodes. Hence, the adversary may be limited
by ttl = 2, which is commonly used by topology main-
tenance protocols. Consequently, it may not be possible
to discover the entire network topology. Additionally, the
nodes may join and leave the VoIP network (churn) and
hence the topology may evolve with time. To handle
topology churn, the malicious nodes have to periodically
rediscoverthe VoIP network in order to retain attack effi-
cacy; but, aggressive topology rediscovery makes attack
detection trivial. We evaluate the sensitivity of our at-
tacks to incomplete knowledge of the network topology,

network churn, and network size using different route set
up protocols in our experimental evaluation (see Section
V-C).

IV. COUNTERING TRIANGULATION BASED TIMING

ATTACKS

We have so far shown that while the broadcast based
route set up protocol meets the QoS requirements (by
setting up the shortest route), it is vulnerable to timing
analysis attacks. This section attempts to build route set
up protocols that can effectively trade off route latency
with anonymity. While doing so, we exploit the fact that
the route does not have to be the shortest route as long as
its one-way latency is smaller than a threshold (=250ms
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Fig. 14. Topology Discovery

for interactive voice communication). One obvious ap-
proach to countering caller identification attacks is to use
latency perturbation; each node in the network adds a
random delay before forwarding a route set up request to
its neighbors in the route set up protocol. For instance,
we could add Gaussian delay (µnoise, σ2

noise) with a
low mean (for short routes) and high variance (more
uncertainty into timing analysis attacks). Nonetheless,
this is equivalent to replacing the latency of each edge
e described by link latency (µe, σ2

e ) with a perturbed
latency (µe + µnoise, σ2

e + σ2
noise) and is thus suscep-

tible to statistical and differential analysis attacks. Our
experiments (see Section V) indicate that this approach
does not alleviate the problem.

In this section, we demonstrate that a random walk
based search algorithm is resilient to triangulation based
timing attacks. However, the random walk approach may
set up highly sub-optimal routes, almost blatantly violat-
ing the one-way latency constraint. We develop hybrid
algorithms that combine the shortest route property of
the broadcast protocol and the attack resilience property
of the random walk protocol with tuneable knobs that
allow us to trade off QoS guarantees with anonymity.

A. Random Walk Search Algorithm

Similar to the broadcast based route set up protocol,
the random walk protocol operates in four steps.
initSearch. A VoIP client src initiates a search for
a receiverdst by sendingsearch(searchId, sipurl =
dst.sipurl) to a uniformly and randomly chosen neigh-
bor q ∈ ngh(src). The search identifiersearchId is a
long randomly chosen unique identifier.
processSearch. When p receivessearch(searchId,
sipurl) from its neighborq. p checks if sipurl is the
URL of a VoIP client connected top. If yes, p returns
its IP addressresult(searchId, p) to peerq. If not, p

uniformly and randomly chooses a neighborq ∈ ngh(p).
p sendssearch(searchId, sipurl) to q. If p has not

previously seen the search identifiersearchId, it caches
〈searchId, sipurl, q〉.
processResult. When p receivesresult(searchId,
q) from q. p looks up its cache of recently seen search
queries to locate〈searchId, sipurl, prev〉. p adds a
routing entry〈sipurl, q〉 and forwardsresult(searchId,
prev) to prev.
finSearch. When src receivesresult(searchId, q)
from q, it adds〈dst, q〉 to its routing table.

There are two key properties of the random walk based
search algorithm that make it resilient to triangulation
based timing attacks. First, Markovian property (mem-
oryless) of the random walk algorithm: Let us suppose
that a random walker visits two malicious nodesp1 and
p2 in time t1 and t2 (respectively) witht1 < t2. The
Markovian property of the random walk algorithm en-
sures that the time instances at which the request reaches
p2 nodes do not leak any additional information to the
adversary. Formally, given the fact that a random walker
visited nodep1 first, the probability that it would visit
nodep2 in the future is independent of the callersrc.

Pr(visit p2 | visit p1 ∧ src = v) = Pr(visit p2 | visit p1)

Hence, neither the time instantt2 nor the difference
t2 − t1 provides any additional information to the adver-
sary. In fact, the above argument holds for any number
of malicious nodes visited by the random walker. Hence,
when a random walker visits a set of malicious nodes
p1, p2, · · · , pn (in that order), the only useful informa-
tion is the fact that the random walker first visited node
p1. While triangulation works by combining information
from multiple malicious nodes, the random walk pro-
tocol reduces the collective knowledge ofn malicious
nodesp1, p2, · · · , pn to just the first observer (say,p1).
Formally,

Pr(src = v | visit p1, p2, · · · pn) =

Pr(src = v | visit p1 first)

Second, the random walk algorithm is not vulnerable
to shortest path based timing attacks because a random
walker does not essentially traverse the shortest path
between any two nodes. We use the notion ofrandom
walk distance[7] to study the resilience of the random
walk algorithm against timing analysis attacks. We de-
fine random walk distance between two nodesu and v

(rwdistu[v]) as the expected number of hops required
for a random walker to reach nodev starting from node
u. Unlike the shortest path distance, the random walk
distance between two nodesu and v may not be sym-
metric, that is,rwdistu[v] 6= rwdistv[u].



Let p be the first malicious node that received a route
set up request originating from callersrc. If there exists
no such nodep then the search wascompletely secure.
For every nodev, we compute the probability a random
walk starting from nodev reaches malicious nodep
before it reaches any other malicious node in the net-
work. Using standard Markov model theory, we model
the random walk using a transition probability matrix
M . An entry Mij = 1

|ngh(i)| if j ∈ ngh(i); 0 otherwise.
Mij denotes the probability that a random walker will
visit nodej given the walker is currently in nodei. We
determine the probability that a random walker starting
from node v reaches nodeu in step d (prd

v [u]) from
πMd, whereπ is a row vector withπ[i] = 1 if i = v; 0
otherwise. Every malicious nodep computes the random
walk distance from a nodev asrwdistv[p]:

rwdistv[p] =
∞∑

d=1

d ∗ prd
v [p] ∗

(
d−1∏

i=1

(1 − pri
v[p])

)
(1)

While theoretically the summation extends up to infinity,
in practice prd

v [p] tends to converge to a steady state
value for all d > N log N , where N is the number
of nodes in the network6. A set of colluding malicious
nodesp1, p2, · · · , pn where p1 received the first ran-
dom walk request operates as follows. For every node
v, the adversary compilesrwdistv[pi] for all 1 ≤ i ≤
n and sorts them in increasing order. Let us suppose
that p1 is the ηth smallest element in the sorted list.
Then, we associate a score with nodev as scorep1

[v]
= η. We sort the nodes by their score as follows:v1

≺ v2:= (scorep1
[v1] < scorep1

[v2]) ∨ (scorep1
[v1] =

scorep1
[v2] ∧ rwdistv1

[p1] < rwdistv2
[p1]). Similar to

the triangulation based timing attacks, the true caller is
more likely to appear in the top few entries of this sorted
list.

We show in our experiments sections that with 10
malicious nodes the top-10 probability for a random walk
protocol is 0.05; while that for the broadcast protocol is
0.85. A major drawback with the random walk search
algorithm is its unbounded route latency. In the following
sections, we present hybrid techniques that attempt to
combine triangulation attack resilience from the random
walk search algorithm and optimal (shortest) route setup
using the broadcast search algorithm.

B. Hybrid Route Set Up Protocols

1) Controlled Random Walk:In this section, we pro-
pose a controlled combination of the random walk search

6AssumingM is irreducible

protocol and the broadcast search protocol. We use a
global system wide parameterγ which limits the length
of the random walk. In this protocol, the search algorithm
operates in two phases: random walk search phase (RW)
and broadcast search phase (B). The algorithm starts
operating at nodesrc in phase RW. In phase RW, when
a nodep receives a route set up request, it continues
to operate using the random walk search algorithm with
probabilityγ; the protocol changes to phase B with prob-
ability 1 − γ. In phase B, it uses the broadcast protocol
for route set up requests. Once the request enters phase
B, it continues to operate in that phase.

This protocol ensures that the average number of hops
in the random walk phase is1

1−γ
and the probability

that the length of the random walk exceedsd hops is
γd. Starting at nodesrc, let us suppose that at the end
of phase RW, the request reaches nodeq. The broadcast
algorithm identifies the shortest path between nodeq to
nodedst. Evidently, a small value forγ ensures that the
latency of the VoIP path is near optimal. A triangulation
based timing attack may identifyq (broadcast initiator)
with high probability. However, identifying the callersrc

would be non-trivial to the attackers. Let the earliest
malicious nodes that participated in phase RW be node
p. If there exists no such malicious node, then we setp

to the broadcast initiatorq. Now, one can use a similar
statistical inference attack described in Section IV-A to
determine the caller. The key difference in the inference
attack is that the parameterγ reduces the probability that
a random walker starting from nodev reaches nodeu in
d hops (prd

v [u]) by a factorγd (in Equation 1). Clearly, a
small value forγ indicates that the actual caller is close
to nodep and thus improves the efficacy of a statistical
inference attack.

2) Multi-Agent Random Walk:The second solution
is to use a multi-agent random walk search protocol.
This solution is very similar to the random walk search
protocol except that the callersrc sends outω > 1
random walkers. As soon as the first random walker
reaches the receiverdst, the route is established. Hence,
sending out a large number of random walkers reduces
both the route set up latency and the route latency. Indeed
asω increases, the route latency asymptotically tends to
the optimal (shortest) route latency.

However, if all the random walkers were sent out by
src at time t = 0, then this algorithm is vulnerable
to triangulation based timing attacks. Letp(rw) denote
the first malicious node visited by random walkerrw.
The key idea here is that two colluding malicious nodes
p(rw1) and p(rw2) can estimaterwdistsrc[p(rw1)] −



rwdistsrc[p(rw2)] when they receive their first random
walk request from two different random walkersrw1 and
rw2. As discussed earlier, if the same random walkerrw

visits bothp1 andp2 (in that order), then the adversary
does not gain any additional information fromp2 because
of the Markovian property of the random walk algo-
rithm. However, the attacker can glean additional infor-
mation, namely,rwdistsrc[p(rw1)]−rwdistsrc[p(rw2)]
from two different random walkersrw1 andrw2. Given
an estimate ofrwdistsrc[p(rw1)]−rwdistsrc[p(rw2)], this
attack is very similar to the differential triangulation at-
tack wherein we use random walk distancerwdist in-
stead of the shortest distancedist (see Section III). How-
ever, rwdist has more uncertainty built into it because
of the probabilistic nature of the random walk search
algorithm; thus a triangulation attack onrwdist is likely
to be less effective than a triangulation attack ondist. As
the number of random walkersω increases, we may have
ω malicious nodesp(rwi) (1 ≤ i ≤ ω) such that random
walkerrwi visited malicious nodep(rwi) first. Hence, a
largeω increases the efficacy of the triangulation based
timing attack.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we present an implementation sketch
followed by experimental results on various route set up
protocols: broadcast (broadcast), latency perturbation
(lp), random walk (rw), controlled random walk (crw)
and multi-agent random walk (marw). All our experi-
ments were performed on a 1024 node synthetic VoIP
network topology using NS-2. Our experiments are di-
vided into two parts. The first part measures the perfor-
mance and QoS properties of these protocols. The QoS
properties are intrinsically related to the parameters used:
noise parameters (µnoise, σ2

noise) for lp, probability of
random walk (γ) for crw, and number of random walkers
(ω) for marw. We determine parameter settings for these
protocols such that 99% of VoIP calls have a one-way
route latency smaller thanmaxLat = 250ms. The second
part of our evaluation uses these parameter settings to
evaluate the efficacy of these algorithms in defending
against caller identification attacks. In the rest of this
section, we assume that the attacker uses differential
triangulation attacks (Section III-C) on broadcast pro-
tocol; the timing analysis on random walk protocols are
as described in Section IV-B.

A. Implementation Sketch

In this section, we briefly describe an implementation
of our algorithms using Phex [4]: an open source Java

based implementation of peer-to-peer broadcast based
route set up protocol. We have implemented our algo-
rithms as pluggable modules that can be weaved into
the Phex client code using AspectJ [14]. Our imple-
mentation is completely transparent to the VoIP protocol
that operates on top of the peer-to-peer infrastructure.
Below we sketch our implementation of three proto-
cols: latency perturbation, controlled random walk and
multi-agent random walk. As described in Section II, a
broadcast search protocol has four parts:initSearch,
processSearch, processResult andfinSearch. Our
algorithms require changes only to theprocessSearch
part. This part is implemented in the client using sev-
eral methods of which we are interested in only the
following: receiveRequest, checkDuplicate, and
requestForward.

The protocol header is modified to include our route
set up protocols. Latency perturbation is implemented by
intercepting an incoming route set up request delaying
it for delay ∼ Gaussµnoise,σ2

noise
time units using the

receiveRequest method. The random walk protocol
requires a request to be processed even if itssearchId

has been seen in the past; this is accomplished by bypass-
ing the call toduplicateCheck method. Processing
a request and setting up the route is identical for both
the random walk protocols and the broadcast protocol.
Finally, we need to change the request forwarding step
using therequestForward method. In the broadcast
algorithm, therequestForward method on nodep re-
turns all the nodes inngh(p); instead, we return only one
randomly chosen neighbor. When using the controlled
random walk protocol, therequestForward method
changes the protocol header tobroadcast with proba-
bility 1 − γ.

B. Caller Identification Guards

Performance. The performance of an on-demand route
set up protocol can be characterized by its messaging
cost. Figure 18 shows the average messaging costs of
different route set up protocols (using 100 randomly
chosen pairs of callers and receivers), whereN denotes
the number of nodes in the network. The messaging cost
for broadcast andlp is aboutE (E is the number of
edges in the network); and that forcrw is 1

1−γ
+ E; the

rw andmarw protocols incur a average messaging cost of
N log N . While the number of edgesE can be as large
as N(N−1)

2 , in an Internet-like topology the number of
edgesE is roughlyβN , whereβ is a constant between 2
and 3. Fortunately, route set up requests are significantly
smaller than the amount of data transferred in the voice
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session; hence, an increase in messaging cost by a factor
log N

β
(in the rw and marw protocols) does not cause

discernible changes to VoIP’s aggregate messaging cost.

QoS Guarantees.The QoS property of an on-demand
route set up protocol can be characterized by route la-
tency and route set up latency. Figures 15, 16 and 17
show the route latency under various parameter settings.
Note that all routes with latency smaller than 250ms
satisfy the QoS requirement. In the figures, ’dist’ denotes
the latency of the shortest path between the caller and the
receiver in milliseconds. Route set up latency determines
the time period between a caller initiating a route set
up request and the establishment of a route between the
caller and the receiver. Larger route set up latency causes
an initial delay in session set up but does not affect the
quality of the voice conversation. We observed that the
route set up latency seldom exceeded the route latency
by 20%.

Optimal Parameter Settings.We randomly chose 1024
pairs of callers and receivers. We vary algorithm param-

eters: increaseσ2
noise, γ and decreasew until X% of

the pairs have a route latency undermaxLat. We use a
binary search strategy to identify the optimal parameter
values. For instance, we determineσ2

noise that satisfies
the X% latency constraint as follows. We start with
a range(0, 100), where σnoise = 0 satisfies theX%
latency constraint, whileσnoise = 100 does not satisfy
the constraint. Given a range(l, u), we experiment with
σnoise set to l+u

2 . If σnoise = l+u
2 satisfies theX% la-

tency constraint, then the new range is set to( l+u
2 , u);

otherwise the new range is set to(l, l+u
2 ). We repeat

this binary search until the size of the range(u − l) is
acceptably small. When the search terminates, we have
the optimal parameter settingσopt

noise = l. Figure 19 sum-
marizes our parameter settings for different percentile
latency constraints. Our goal is to study the resilience
of these algorithms under the constraint that the route
latency is smaller thanmaxLat. Note that the resilience
to caller identification attacks monotonically increases
with σ2

noise andγ and monotonically decreases withω.
Hence, studying attack resilience under the parameter



settings in figure 19 is sufficient.

Attack Resilience.In this section, we compare the attack
resilience of our route set up protocols. Giving at most
importance to the quality of the voice session, we use
the 99% optimal parameter setting from figure 19 in this
experiment. We useω = 1 random walker (rw) and the
broadcast based shortest route set up protocol for base
line comparison. However, one should keep in mind that
the random walk search algorithm (rw) violates the la-
tency constraint. Figure 20 shows the top-10 probability
using different route set up protocols. Figure 21 shows
the top-κ probability with 10 malicious nodes using dif-
ferent route set up protocols. These figures indicate that
the latency perturbation does not offer much resilience
to caller identification attacks. The multi-agent random
walk algorithm performs the best achieving a top-10
probability of 0.075 with 10 malicious nodes. Note that
this is higher than theω = 1 random walk algorithm
which achieves a top-10 probability of 0.05 with 10
malicious nodes. Also, the random walk based protocols
present a significant improvement over the broadcast pro-
tocol which achieves a top-10 probability of 0.85 with
10 malicious nodes.

C. Network Topology

In this section we evaluate the sensitivity of timing
analysis attacks to the network topology. We show that
a triangulation based timing analysis attack remains ef-
fective on a broadcast protocol even when part of the
network topology is unknown (or incorrectly known) to
the adversary. We also study the scalability of caller
identification attacks on various route set up protocols.

Topology Discovery.Figure 22 shows the top-10 proba-
bility using different route set up protocols when only a
fraction of the network topology has been discovered
by the adversary. If the adversary’s view of the net-
work topology is not connected, then we simply use
the first connected component that receives the route set
up request for the attack. From figures 14 and 22, we
observe that in a broadcast based route set up protocol,
using m = 20 and ttl = 2 improves top-10 probabil-
ity to 0.72. Hence, even with an incomplete knowledge
of the network topology, the attacker can successfully
launch caller identification attacks on a broadcast based
route set up protocol. The top-10 probability for the
controlled random walk and multi-agent random walk
are considerably lower at 0.08 and 0.05 respectively.
The random walk based protocols are more sensitive to
topology knowledge and are thus more resilient to caller

identification attacks. Using the multi-agent random walk
protocol, the top-10 probability is 42% below that of
complete topology knowledge; while the numbers for
controlled random walk and the broadcast protocol are
about 33% and 9% respectively.

Network Churn. Figure 23 shows the efficacy of caller
identification attacks as the network churn increases for
m = 10 malicious nodes. For instance,churn = 0.1
represents the fact that about 10% of the proxy nodes
have joined and left the network since the last discovery
phase. We observe that for the broadcast protocol, the
attack efficacy drops by less than 15% when 5-10% of
the topology has changed since the last crawl. In contrast,
for the random walk based protocols, the attack efficacy
drops by 40% when 5-10% of the topology changes.
Given that the average lifetime of a VoIP proxy is 10.5
hours [34], one can show that the average time required
for 10% churn is one hour. More time allows a stealthy
attack wherein the adversary does not frequently flood
the network with topology discovery (ping) messages.

Network Size.Figure 24 shows the number of malicious
node required to achieve a top-10 probability of 0.1 as
the VoIP network size increases (x-axis is in log scale);
broadcast nearly coincides with the x-axis. Experi-
ments on topologies whose size was larger than 1024
nodes were performed using a discrete event simulation;
the results obtained from our discrete event simulator
were within 5% of that of NS-2 for topologies of size
up to 1024 nodes. We observe the number of malicious
nodes required for an attack grows very slowly with the
size of the network for the broadcast based route set
up protocol. For instance, using a 10,000 node network
topology, the attacker could achieve top-10 probability
of 0.1 with just 25 malicious nodes using the broadcast
protocol; while it required 400 nodes in the case of con-
trolled random walk protocol and 1200 nodes in the case
of multi-agent random walk. This clearly demonstrates
the ability of random walk based protocols to limit the
scalability of caller identification attacks.

VI. RELATED WORK

Several low latency anonymizing networks have been
studied in the literature [12], [17], [8]. Anonymizing
networks protect the identity of the sender and receiver
using the concept of a mix [10], [28]. Onion routing
[17] and its second generation Tor [12] aim at providing
anonymous transport of TCP flows over the Internet. Tor
supports on-demand route set up, but it is not QoS sen-
sitive. ISDN mixes [23] propose solutions to anonymize
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phone calls over traditional PSTN (Public Switched Tele-
phone Networks).

It is widely acknowledged that low latency anonymiz-
ing networks are vulnerable to timing analysis attacks
[30], especially from well placed malicious attackers [35].
Several papers have addressed the problem of tracing en-
crypted traffic using timing analysis [33], [36], [38], [32],
[9], [13], [31]. All these papers use inter-packet timing
characteristics for tracing traffic. The timing character-
istic may be obtained either by passively observing the
traffic or by actively embedding a timing signature in the
traffic. Our approach differs from the above approaches
in several ways. We do not rely on inter-packet timing
characteristics in the data transfer phase. Our approach
specifically targets QoS sensitive route set up protocols.
Our timing analysis attack is closer to RF localization
techniques that break source location privacy in sensor
networks [18], [20]. Phantom routing [20] also proposes
the use of random-walk based protocols to mitigate lo-
calization attacks in sensor networks.

Some authors have suggested that the VoIP network
can be doubled to act as an anonymizing network [31].
However, the notion of setting up acircuit or a route
on a VoIP network is different from that on state of art
anonymizing networks in the following respects. First, a
random route on an anonymizing network may not meet
latency-based QoS requirements. Hence, VoIP uses route
set up protocols that identify theshortestroute from a
caller to a receiver. Second, routes (or circuits) in a VoIP
network are not constructed a priori. VoIP supports client
mobility by allowing a client to connect toany node in
the proxy network7. Hence, VoIP applications use an on-
demand QoS sensitive route set up protocol.

Tarzan [16] presents an anonymizing network layer
using the peer-to-peer model. It uses a gossip based
approach to disseminate the identity of nodes on the

7Although clients typically connect to thenearestproxy network
node

peer-to-peer network. At the end of the gossip protocol,
the callersrc supposedly knows the network topology
and the receiverdst, thus obviating the need for a route
set up protocol. This approach requires the caller and
receiver to be connected to the network for enough time
before they can discover each other (and make VoIP
calls). However, most VoIP applications use on-demand
route set up to support client mobility.

Traditionally, multicast and broadcast protocols have
been used to protect receiver anonymity [24]. This ap-
proach sends a unicast message to a single destination
by multicasting the message to a group containing the
destination. The intended destination recognizes the mes-
sage is intended for itself because it expects this message
(Hordes [27]) or because the sender addresses the mes-
sage implicitly [24]. In contrast to these approaches, our
paper focuses on caller (source) anonymity as against
receiver anonymity. Perng et. al. [22] have shown that
multicasting data on an anonymizing network can break
some privacy guarantees. In particular, they show that the
malicious nodes in the network can use the popularity of
a multicast packet to infer some information about the
data.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper we have addressed the problem of on-
demand construction of QoS sensitive routes on anonymiz-
ing networks. We have used VoIP as a sample application
to demonstrate potential attacks on QoS sensitive route
set up protocols and proposed solutions to mitigate them.
First, we have identified triangulation based timing at-
tacks on broadcast based route set up protocols that can
identify the caller with high probability. Second, we have
developed random walk based protocols to mitigate this
attack while suitably trading off QoS guarantees with
anonymity. We have described a prototype implementa-
tion of our guards and presented a detailed experimen-
tal evaluation that demonstrates its QoS properties and



attack resilience. We have shown while the broadcast
based route set up protocol is vulnerable to timing anal-
ysis attacks, the random walk based protocols can offer
good attack resilience while satisfying QoS guarantees.
In summary, our solutions effectively protect anonymity
for callers in a VoIP network.
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